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The sample outline includes an introduction, two body paragraph sections, and a reference section with
examples to help you cite sources. December 15,  Each claim should support the central argument. Research
Paper Tool Kit St. A full-sentence process speech outline in pdf format , this outline describes the process of
spray paint art. Use them to help you structure your own essay. The introduction shows a clearly defined thesis
statement. This organizer contains easy, fill-in-the-blank boxes to enter your introduction, body paragraphs
with key points and supports, and conclusion. Persuasive Speech Outline on Milk The University of Delaware
provides this persuasive speech outline example on the topic of the benefits of drinking milk. Thomas More
Parish School provides a research paper tool kit in the instructional technology section of their website. Three
Sample College Research Paper Outlines Austin Community College provides a brief explanation of how to
write your outline, followed by three example outlines showing varying levels of detail. Topic of your speech:
clincal depression General purpose: informative, persuasive, inspire, entertain Informative Specific purpose
statement: write this down to make sure that you have thought through our purpose. Sample Persuasive
Speech Outline on Exercise Monmouth College provides this example problem-solution persuasive speech
outline on the benefits of exercise. Within the introduction, there is an attention getter, thesis, credibility and
relevance statements, and a preview of the main points. This outline sample is a comprehensive guide from the
University of Hawaii used for developing a preparation outline for your informative speech. Below the outline
template, you will find a good list of transition words and phrases and a section with some questions you can
use for a peer review. When you hear a song, you tend to recall memories involving that particular song.
Moreover, it would have great effect on biodiversity as well. In addition, it shows how to develop your points
in the body paragraph, starting with a broad idea, then a supporting statement, then specific details. Write
down your topic, the purpose and specific purpose of your speech. Next, include a sentence or two to help
your target audience relate to the topic. In connection with this, I would like to take this opportunity to tell you
about the recent finding on the hallmark metabolic profile of being addicted to chocolates. I learned to say no
to my friends who invited me to go to her party. With this knowledge, you will know more about yourself,
your role in the society and understand people around you. At the bottom is a partial decimal outline about
choosing colleges. It shows how to incorporate a visual aid in the introduction. In addition, some outlines are
for your own personal use, while others are formal and need to be turned in along with the rest of an
assignment. Generic outline example. A thesis sentence or statement lets the reader know what to expect in the
essay. In the introduction, there is attention-getting material, a tie-in to the audience, thesis statement, preview,
and transition statement. Argumentative Outline on Health Care Costs This is an argumentative research paper
sample outline from Walden University that seeks to draw a correlation between lower educational attainment
rates and rising health care costs. In the conclusion, there are blanks to restate the thesis, restate arguments,
and tie everything together. Argumentative essay outline samples and tools The sections above offer a great
starting point to craft your argumentative essay outline. Preview: Road map for the audience your main points.
In each of the three body paragraphs, there are blanks to enter your argument, three examples, and a transition.
Music serves an outlet of expression. It uses full sentences and then shows how to use a central idea as a thesis
statement. The outline uses the example of an essay on abortion to help you plan for the pros and cons of your
argument. The body and conclusion follow a basic format with main points, subpoints, summary of argument,
call to action, etc. This informative research paper outline contains five main headings, numerous
subheadings, a conclusion, and references. This PDF document details the basic outline for an essay or
research paper intro, body, conclusion , additional tips to make your outline better, and a sample
fill-in-the-blank outline. Claims â€” The claims you make add to the validity and effectiveness of your
argument. In the conclusion, there are closing thoughts and a concluding remark.


